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The statement marked the first public normalization of relations between an Arab country and
Israel since that of Egypt in and Jordan in The accords are named after the patriarch Abraham ,
regarded as a prophet by both the religions of Judaism and Islam , and traditionally considered
a shared patriarch of the Jewish and Arab peoples by way of Isaac and Ishmael. An analysis by
Israeli newspaper Haaretz said that the four parties first signed the Abraham Accords
Declaration, a "general, symbolic statement of intentions" and referred to the three documents
signed as "a bunch of statements in support of global peace. At the signing, US President
Donald Trump said five nations could soon follow, including Saudi Arabia , although analysts
believed that Sudan and Oman were more likely candidates in the short term. On October 23, ,
Sudan formally agreed to normalize ties with Israel and join the broader diplomatic realignment
in the Middle East [13] [14] in a deal brokered from the Oval Office by the United States and
President Trump. An era of true peace. A peace that is expanding with other Arab
countriesâ€”three of them in recent weeks". Trump for signing the executive order removing his
country from the list of state sponsors of terrorism but didn't mention the deal with Israel. Oman
postponed a decision to normalize ties with Israel until after the U. It also said that the UAE
would be enabled to share the security burden of the US, if it acquires the aircraft. In December ,
Israel and Morocco agreed to normalize their relations in the Israelâ€”Morocco normalization
agreement , with the United States recognizing Morocco's claim over Western Sahara. While the
two countries had long-maintained de facto recognition in areas of business including the
diamond trade, [21] and high tech industries including artificial intelligence [22] and defence,
[23] the accord opened the door to a much wider range of economic cooperation, including
formal investments. Abu Dhabi Investment Office opened its first overseas branch in Israel.
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reducing emissions as soon as possible, in order to "achieve a balance between anthropogenic
emissions by sources and removals by sinks of greenhouse gases" in the second half of the
21st century. Under the Paris Agreement, each country must determine, plan, and regularly
report on the contribution that it undertakes to mitigate global warming. The aim of the
agreement is to decrease global warming described in its Article 2, "enhancing the
implementation" of the UNFCCC through: [12]. Countries furthermore aim to reach "global
peaking of greenhouse gas emissions as soon as possible". The agreement has been described

as an incentive for and driver of fossil fuel divestment. The Paris deal is the world's first
comprehensive climate agreement. Global carbon dioxide emissions by jurisdiction. The
contributions each country should make to achieve the worldwide goal are determined by that
country and are called nationally determined contributions NDC. The Intended Nationally
Determined Contributions pledged during the Climate Change Conference serveâ€”unless
provided otherwiseâ€”as the initial Nationally determined contribution. The level of NDCs set by
each country [11] will set that country's targets. However the 'contributions' themselves are not
binding as a matter of international law, as they lack the specificity, normative character, [
clarification needed ] or obligatory language necessary to create binding norms. A trickle of
nations exiting the agreement could trigger the withdrawal of more governments, bringing
about a total collapse of the agreement. The NDC Partnership was launched at COP22 in
Marrakesh to enhance cooperation so that countries have access to the technical knowledge
and financial support they need to achieve large-scale climate and sustainable development
targets. The NDC Partnership is co-chaired by the governments of Costa Rica and the
Netherlands and includes 93 member countries,21 institutional partners and ten associate
members. Though not the sustained temperatures over the long term that the Agreement
addresses, in the first half of average temperatures were about 1. When the agreement achieved
enough signatures to cross the threshold on 5 October , US President Barack Obama claimed
that "Even if we meet every target It will help other nations ratchet down their emissions over
time, and set bolder targets as technology advances, all under a strong system of transparency
that allows each nation to evaluate the progress of all other nations. The global stocktake
kicked off with a "facilitative dialogue" in At this convening, parties will evaluate how their
NDCs stack up to the nearer-term goal of peaking global emissions and the long-term goal of
achieving net zero emissions by the second half of this century. The implementation of the
agreement by all member countries together will be evaluated every 5 years, with the first
evaluation in The outcome is to be used as input for new nationally determined contributions of
member states. The stocktake works as part of the Paris Agreement's effort to create a
"ratcheting up" of ambition in emissions cuts. Because analysts agreed in that the NDCs would
not limit rising temperatures below 2 degrees Celsius, the global stocktake reconvenes parties
to assess how their new NDCs must evolve so that they continually reflect a country's "highest
possible ambition". While ratcheting up the ambition of NDCs is a major aim of the global
stocktake, it assesses efforts beyond mitigation. The 5-year reviews will also evaluate
adaptation, climate finance provisions, and technology development and transfer. A preliminary
study with implications for the stocktake was published in Nature Communications in April
Based on a public policy database and a multi-model scenario analysis, the authors showed
that implementation of current policies leaves a median emission gap of If Nationally
Determined Contributions were to be fully implemented, this gap would be reduced by a third.
The study showed that all countries would need to accelerate the implementation of policies for
renewable technologies, while efficiency improvements are especially important in emerging
countries and fossil-fuel-dependent countries. The Paris Agreement has a 'bottom up' structure
in contrast to most international environmental law treaties, which are 'top down', characterized
by standards and targets set internationally, for states to implement. Only the processes
governing the reporting and review of these goals are mandated under international law. This
structure is especially notable for the United Statesâ€”because there are no legal mitigation or
finance targets, the agreement is considered an "executive agreement rather than a treaty".
Because the UNFCCC treaty of received the consent of the Senate, this new agreement does not
require further legislation from Congress for it to take effect. Another key difference between
the Paris Agreement and the Kyoto Protocol is their scopes [ neutrality is disputed ]. While the
Kyoto Protocol differentiated between Annex-1 and non-Annex-1 countries, this bifurcation is
blurred in the Paris Agreement, as all parties will be required to submit emissions reductions
plans. Article 6 has been flagged as containing some of the key provisions of the Paris
Agreement. In doing so, it helps establish the Paris Agreement as a framework for a global
carbon market. Paragraphs 6. The Agreement recognizes the rights of Parties to use emissions
reductions outside of their own jurisdiction toward their NDC, in a system of carbon accounting
and trading. This provision requires the "linkage" of various carbon emissions trading
systemsâ€”because measured emissions reductions must avoid "double counting", transferred
mitigation outcomes must be recorded as a gain of emission units for one party and a reduction
of emission units for the other. Notably, the SDM, unlike the Clean Development Mechanism,
will be available to all parties as opposed to only Annex-1 parties, making it much wider in
scope. Since the Kyoto Protocol went into force, the Clean Development Mechanism [
clarification needed ] has been criticized for failing to produce either meaningful emissions
reductions or sustainable development benefits in most instances. These criticisms have

motivated the recommendations of various stakeholders, who have provided through working
groups and reports, new elements they hope to see in SDM that will bolster its success.
Adaptation issues garnered more focus in the formation of the Paris Agreement. Collective,
long-term adaptation goals are included in the Agreement, and countries must report on their
adaptation actions, making adaptation a parallel component of the agreement with mitigation.
Though both mitigation and adaptation require increased climate financing, adaptation has
typically received lower levels of support and has mobilized less action from the private sector.
The agreement also reminds parties of the importance of public grants, because adaptation
measures receive less investment from the public sector. Notably, the pledges come from
developed nations like France, the US, and Japan, but also from developing countries such as
Mexico, Indonesia, and Vietnam. A new issue that emerged [56] as a focal point in the Paris
negotiations rose from the fact that many of the worst effects of climate change will be too
severe or come too quickly to be avoided by adaptation measures. The Paris Agreement
specifically acknowledges the need to address loss and damage of this kind, and aims to find
appropriate responses. The push to address loss and damage as a distinct issue in the Paris
Agreement came from the Alliance of Small Island States and the Least Developed Countries,
whose economies and livelihoods are most vulnerable to the negative impacts of climate
change. In the end, all parties acknowledged the need for "averting, minimizing, and addressing
loss and damage" but notably, any mention of compensation or liability is excluded. While each
Party's NDC is not legally binding, the Parties are legally bound to have their progress tracked
by technical expert review to assess achievement toward the NDC, and to determine ways to
strengthen ambition. Thus, both developed and developing nations must report every two years
on their mitigation efforts, and all parties will be subject to both technical and peer review.
While the enhanced transparency framework is universal, along with the global stocktaking to
occur every 5 years, the framework is meant to provide "built-in flexibility" to distinguish
between developed and developing countries' capacities. In conjunction with this, the Paris
Agreement has provisions for an enhanced framework for capacity building. There are several
ways that flexibility mechanisms can be incorporated into the enhanced transparency
framework. The scope, level of detail, or frequency of reporting may all be adjusted and tiered
based on a country's capacity. The requirement for in-country technical reviews could be lifted
for some less developed or small island developing countries. Ways to assess capacity include
financial and human resources in a country necessary for NDC review. Within the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, legal instruments may be adopted to reach
the goals of the convention. For the period from to , greenhouse gas reduction measures were
agreed in the Kyoto Protocol in The scope of the protocol was extended until with the Doha
Amendment to that protocol in The resulting agreement was to be adopted in At the conclusion
of COP 21 the 21st meeting of the Conference of the Parties, which guides the Conference , on
12 December , the final wording of the Paris Agreement was adopted by consensus by all of the
UNFCCC participating member states and the European Union [4] to reduce emissions as part
of the method for reducing greenhouse gas. With ratification by the European Union, the
Agreement obtained enough parties to enter into effect as of 4 November Both the EU and its
member states are individually responsible for ratifying the Paris Agreement. A strong
preference was reported that the EU and its 28 member states deposit their instruments of
ratification at the same time to ensure that neither the EU nor its member states engage
themselves to fulfilling obligations that strictly belong to the other, [72] and there were fears
that disagreement over each individual member state's share of the EU-wide reduction target,
as well as Britain's vote to leave the EU might delay the Paris pact. The process of translating
the Paris Agreement into national agendas and implementation has started. One example is the
commitment of the least developed countries LDCs. Per analysis from the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change IPCC a carbon "budget" based upon total carbon dioxide emissions in
the atmosphere versus the rate of annual emission to limit global warming to 1. Estimate
models using different base-years also provide other slightly adjusted estimates of a carbon
"budget". This project is currently under discussion at the United Nations. As of November ,
states and the European Union have signed the Agreement. Eritrea , Iraq , South Sudan , Libya
and Yemen are the only other countries which have never ratified the agreement. Article 28 of
the agreement enables parties to withdraw from the agreement after sending a withdrawal
notification to the depositary. Notice can be given no earlier than three years after the
agreement goes into force for the country. Withdrawal is effective one year after the depositary
is notified. The agreement does not specify provisions for non-compliance. On August 4, , the
Trump administration delivered an official notice to the United Nations that the U. Joe Biden ,
who defeated Donald Trump in the presidential election , signed an executive order on his first
day in office, January 20, , to re-admit the United States into the Paris Agreement. National

Communication reports are often several hundred pages long and cover a country's measures
to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions as well as a description of its vulnerabilities and impacts
from climate change. The Intended Nationally Determined Contributions NDCs that form the
basis of the Paris Agreement are shorter and less detailed but also follow a standardized
structure and are subject to technical review by experts. How well each individual country is on
track to achieving its Paris agreement commitments can be continuously followed on-line
through the Climate Change Performance Index , Climate Action Tracker [] and the Climate
Clock. This implies not only reducing emissions but much more. At the same time, another
published study notes that even at a 1. For example, James Hansen , a former NASA scientist
and a climate change expert, voiced anger that most of the agreement consists of "promises" or
aims and not firm commitments. Institutional asset owners associations and think-tanks have
also observed that the stated objectives of the Paris Agreement are implicitly "predicated upon
an assumption â€” that member states of the United Nations, including high polluters such as
China, the US, India, Russia, Japan, Germany, South Korea, Iran, Saudi Arabia, Canada,
Indonesia and Mexico, which generate more than half the world's greenhouse gas emissions,
will somehow drive down their carbon pollution voluntarily and assiduously without any binding
enforcement mechanism to measure and control CO 2 emissions at any level from factory to
state, and without any specific penalty gradation or fiscal pressure for example a carbon tax to
discourage bad behaviour. To limit global temperature rise to 1. With current Nov commitments,
emissions will be 56 Gt CO2e by , twice the environmental target. China's emissions grew 1. The
EU emits 8. Emissions declined 1. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. State parties.
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internal combustion engines measured by volume, producing more than 14 million internal
combustion engines each year. Honda was the first Japanese automobile manufacturer to
release a dedicated luxury brand, Acura , in Aside from their core automobile and motorcycle
businesses, Honda also manufactures garden equipment, marine engines, personal watercraft
and power generators, and other products. In , Honda invested about 5. Throughout his life,
Honda's founder, Soichiro Honda , had an interest in automobiles. He worked as a mechanic at
the Art Shokai garage, where he tuned cars and entered them in races. The first complete
motorcycle, with both the frame and engine made by Honda, was the D-Type , the first Honda to
go by the name Dream. The first production automobile from Honda was the T mini pick-up
truck, which went on sale in August Its chain-driven rear wheels pointed to Honda's motorcycle
origins. Over the next few decades, Honda worked to expand its product line and expanded
operations and exports to numerous countries around the world. In , Honda introduced the
successful Acura brand to the American market in an attempt to gain ground in the luxury
vehicle market. The year saw the introduction of the Honda NSX supercar, the first all-aluminum
monocoque vehicle that incorporated a mid-engine V6 with variable-valve timing. Kawamoto
was selected over Shoichiro Irimajiri , who oversaw the successful establishment of Honda of
America Manufacturing, Inc. Irimajiri and Kawamoto shared a friendly rivalry within Honda;
owing to health issues, Irimajiri would resign in Following the death of Soichiro Honda and the
departure of Irimajiri, Honda found itself quickly being outpaced in product development by
other Japanese automakers and was caught off-guard by the truck and sport utility vehicle
boom of the s, all which took a toll on the profitability of the company. Japanese media reported
in and that Honda was at serious risk of an unwanted and hostile takeover by Mitsubishi Motors
, which at the time was a larger automaker by volume and was flush with profits from its
successful Pajero and Diamante models. Kawamoto acted quickly to change Honda's corporate
culture, rushing through market-driven product development that resulted in recreational
vehicles such as the first-generation Odyssey and the CR-V , and a refocusing away from some
of the numerous sedans and coupes that were popular with the company's engineers but not
with the buying public. The most shocking change to Honda came when Kawamoto ended the
company's successful participation in Formula One after the season, citing costs in light of the
takeover threat from Mitsubishi as well as the desire to create a more environmentally friendly
company image. The Honda Aircraft Company as established in as a wholly owned subsidiary
to manufacture and sell the HondaJet family of aircraft. On 23 February , Honda announced that
CEO and President Takanobu Ito would step down and be replaced by Takahiro Hachigo by
June; additional retirements by senior managers and directors were expected. It resumed
automobile, engine and transmission production at its US plants on May 11, Honda is
headquartered in Minato , Tokyo, Japan. The company has assembly plants around the globe.
This shields profits from the yen's advance to a year high against the dollar. Honda Canada Inc.
The company also runs a business innovation initiative called Honda Xcelerator , in order to
build relationships with innovators, partner with Silicon Valley startups and entrepreneurs, and
help other companies work on prototypes. Xcelerator had worked with reportedly 40 companies
as of January Xcelerator and a developer studio are part of the Honda Innovations group,
formed in Spring and based in Mountain View, California. Following the Japanese earthquake
and tsunami in March , Honda announced plans to halve production at its UK plants. It's thought
around 22, cars were produced during this period. Honda's automotive manufacturing
ambitions can be traced back to , with the Honda T , a kei car truck built for the Japanese
market. In , Honda built a two-door commercial delivery van, called the Honda L Honda's first
four-door sedan was not the Accord, but the air-cooled, four-cylinder, gasoline-powered Honda
in The Civic was a hatchback that gained wide popularity internationally, but it wasn't the first
two-door hatchback built. That was the Honda N , another Kei car that was adapted for
international sale as the N The Civic, which appeared in and replaced the N also had a smaller
sibling that replaced the air-cooled N, called the Honda Life that was water-cooled. The Honda
Life represented Honda's efforts in competing in the kei car segment, offering sedan, delivery
van and small pick-up platforms on a shared chassis. The Life StepVan had a novel approach
that, while not initially a commercial success, appears to be an influence in vehicles with the
front passengers sitting behind the engine, a large cargo area with a flat roof and a liftgate
installed in back, and utilizing a transversely installed engine with a front-wheel-drive
powertrain. As Honda entered into automobile manufacturing in the late s, where Japanese
manufacturers such as Toyota and Nissan had been making cars since before WWII, it appears
that Honda instilled a sense of doing things a little differently than its Japanese competitors. Its
mainstay products, like the Accord and Civic with the exception of its USA-market â€”97
Passport which was part of a vehicle exchange program with Isuzu part of the Subaru-Isuzu
joint venture , have always employed front-wheel-drive powertrain implementation, which is

currently a long-held Honda tradition. Honda also installed new technologies into their
products, first as optional equipment, then later standard, like anti lock brakes, speed sensitive
power steering, and multi-port fuel injection in the early s. This desire to be the first to try new
approaches is evident with the creation of the first Japanese luxury chain Acura , and was also
evident with the all aluminum, mid-engined sports car, the Honda NSX , which also introduced
variable valve timing technology, Honda calls VTEC. The Civic is a line of compact cars
developed and manufactured by Honda. In North America, the Civic is the second-longest
continuously running nameplate from a Japanese manufacturer; only its perennial rival, the
Toyota Corolla , introduced in , has been in production longer. Having gone through several
generational changes, the Civic has become larger and more upmarket , and it currently slots
between the Fit and Accord. In , Honda increased global production to meet the demand for
small cars and hybrids in the U. The company shuffled U. Its first entrance into the pickup
segment, the light-duty Ridgeline, won Truck of the Year from Motor Trend magazine in Also in ,
the redesigned Civic won Car of the Year from the magazine, giving Honda a rare double win of
Motor Trend honors. Five of United States Environmental Protection Agency 's top ten most
fuel-efficient cars from to comes from Honda, more than any other automakers. Honda is the
largest motorcycle manufacturer in Japan and has been since it started production in By this
figure had reduced to around , but was still higher than its three domestic competitors. In , India
became the largest motorcycle market of Honda. During the s, when it was a small
manufacturer, Honda broke out of the Japanese motorcycle market and began exporting to the
U. Working with the advertising agency Grey Advertising , Honda created an innovative
marketing campaign, using the slogan " You meet the nicest people on a Honda. The campaign
was hugely successful; the ads ran for three years, and by the end of alone, Honda had sold 90,
motorcycles. Taking Honda's story as an archetype of the smaller manufacturer entering a new
market already occupied by highly dominant competitors, the story of their market entry, and
their subsequent huge success in the U. Competing explanations have been advanced to
explain Honda's strategy and the reasons for their success. The first of these explanations was
put forward when, in , Boston Consulting Group BCG was commissioned by the UK government
to write a report explaining why and how the British motorcycle industry had been
out-competed by its Japanese competitors. The report concluded that the Japanese firms,
including Honda, had sought a very high scale of production they had made a large number of
motorbikes in order to benefit from economies of scale and learning curve effects. It blamed the
decline of the British motorcycle industry on the failure of British managers to invest enough in
their businesses to profit from economies of scale and scope. The second explanation was
offered in by Richard Pascale, who had interviewed the Honda executives responsible for the
firm's entry into the U. As opposed to the tightly focused strategy of low cost and high scale
that BCG accredited to Honda, Pascale found that their entry into the U. Honda's motorcycles in
this class suffered performance and reliability problems when ridden the relatively long
distances of the US highways. The most recent school of thought on Honda's strategy was put
forward by Gary Hamel and C. Prahalad in Creating the concept of core competencies with
Honda as an example, they argued that Honda's success was due to its focus on leadership in
the technology of internal combustion engines. Honda's entry into the U. Production started in
with H-type engine prior to motorcycle. Honda power equipment reached record sales in with 6.
Honda engines powered the entire car starting field of the Indianapolis [57] and for the fifth
consecutive race, there were no engine-related retirements during the running of the Memorial
Day Classic. In the s Honda developed the GY6 engine for use in motor scooters. Although no
longer manufactured by Honda it is still commonly used in many Chinese, Korean and
Taiwanese light vehicles. Honda, despite being known as an engine company, has never built a
V8 for passenger vehicles. In the late s, the company resisted considerable pressure from its
American dealers for a V8 engine which would have seen use in top-of-the-line Honda SUVs and
Acuras , with American Honda reportedly sending one dealer a shipment of V8 beverages to
silence them. It is the eleventh in a line of successive builds starting in with Honda E0 moving
through the ensuing Honda E series and the Honda P series. ASIMO is the world's only
humanoid robot able to ascend and descend stairs independently. The system uses a helmet
covered with electroencephalography and near-infrared spectroscopy sensors that monitor
electrical brainwaves and cerebral blood flowâ€”signals that alter slightly during the human
thought process. The user thinks of one of a limited number of gestures it wants from the robot,
which has been fitted with a Brain-Machine Interface. Honda has also pioneered new technology
in its HA HondaJet , manufactured by its subsidiary Honda Aircraft Company , which allows new
levels of reduced drag, increased aerodynamics and fuel efficiency thus reducing operating
costs. Honda has also built a downhill racing bicycle known as the Honda RN It is not available
for sale to the public. The bike has a gearbox , which replaces the standard derailleur found on

most bikes. Honda has hired several people to pilot the bike, among them Greg Minnaar. The
team is known as Team G Cross Honda. Honda's solar cell subsidiary company Honda Soltec
Headquarters: Kikuchi-gun, Kumamoto; President and CEO: Akio Kazusa started sales
throughout Japan of thin-film solar cells for public and industrial use on 24 October , after
selling solar cells for residential use since October Honda entered Formula One as a
constructor for the first time in the season at the German Grand Prix with Ronnie Bucknum at
the wheel. This racing tragedy, coupled with their commercial difficulties selling automobiles in
the United States, prompted Honda to withdraw from all international motorsport that year. As
there was no European Championship that season, this was the top F2 championship that year.
Tauranac had designed the Brabham cars for their earlier involvement. They were again
extremely successful. It won only one race, in for Bobby Rahal at Pocono. Honda returned to
Formula One in , initially with another Formula Two partner, the Spirit team, before switching
abruptly to Williams in Williams-Honda won the crown in and Honda switched allegiance to
McLaren in , and then won the title in , , and Honda withdrew from Formula One at the end of ,
although the related Mugen company maintained a presence up to the end of , winning four
races with Ligier and Jordan. The engines were far from competitive at first, but after
development, the company won six consecutive drivers' championships and four
manufacturers' championships between and From to , Honda was the lone engine supplier for
the IndyCar Series, including the Indianapolis In the Indianapolis , for the first time in
Indianapolis history, the race was run without a single engine problem. During , Honda
considered returning to Formula One with their own team. The project was aborted after the
death of its technical director, Harvey Postlethwaite. Together BAR and Honda achieved 15
podium finishes and second place in the constructors' championship. Honda bought a stake in
the BAR team in before buying the team outright at the end of , becoming a constructor for the
first time since the s. Honda has competed in the British Touring Car Championship since ,
though not always as a works team. They have achieved over race victories, seven drivers'
championships, five manufacturers' championships and seven teams' championships, ranking
second with the most wins in the series. Honda made an official announcement in May that it
planned to re-enter into Formula One in as an engine supplier to McLaren. The company
combines participation in motorcycle races throughout the world with the development of
high-potential racing machines. Its racing activities are an important source for the creation of
leading-edge technologies used in the development of Honda motorcycles. HRC also
contributes to the advancement of motorcycle sports through a range of activities that include
sales of production racing motorcycles, support for satellite teams, and rider education
programs. Soichiro Honda, being a race driver himself, could not stay out of international
motorsport. In , Honda entered five motorcycles into the Isle of Man TT race, the most
prestigious motorcycle race in the world. Hailwood would later pick up their first Senior TT wins
in and In , Honda returned to Grand Prix motorcycle racing with the monocoque -framed,
four-stroke NR The FIM rules limited engines to four cylinders, so the NR had non-circular,
'race-track', cylinders, each with 8 valves and two connecting rods, in order to provide sufficient
valve area to compete with the dominant two-stroke racers. Unfortunately, it seemed Honda
tried to accomplish too much at one time and the experiment failed. Since then, Honda has
become a dominant marque in motorcycle Grand Prix racing, winning a plethora of top-level
titles with riders such as Mick Doohan and Valentino Rossi. Honda also head the number of
wins at the Isle of Man TT having notched up victories in the solo classes and Sidecar TT , [75]
including Ian Hutchinson 's clean sweep at the races. In the Motocross World Championship ,
Honda has claimed six world championships. In motorcycle trials , Honda has claimed three
world championships with Belgian rider Eddy Lejeune. The car looks and drives just like a
contemporary Honda Civic LX, but does not run on gasoline. In , the Civic GX was rated the
cleanest-burning internal combustion engine in the world by the U. First leased to the City of
Los Angeles, in , Honda started offering the GX directly to the public through factory trained
dealers certified to service the GX. Before that, only fleets were eligible to purchase a new Civic
GX. In , the Civic GX was released in New York, making it the second state where the consumer
is able to buy the car. In June , Honda announced its decision to phase out the
commercialization of natural-gas powered vehicles to focus on the development of a new
generation of electrified vehicles such as hybrids , plug-in electric cars and hydrogen-powered
fuel cell vehicles. Since , Honda has sold about 16, natural-gas vehicles, mainly to taxi and
commercial fleets. Honda's Brazilian subsidiary launched flexible-fuel versions for the Honda
Civic and Honda Fit in late As other Brazilian flex-fuel vehicles, these models run on any blend
of hydrous ethanol E and EE25 gasoline. During the last two months of , both flex-fuel models
sold 2, cars against 8, gasoline-powered automobiles, [90] jumping to 41, flex-fuel cars in , [91]
and reaching 93, in In March , Honda launched in the Brazilian market the first flex-fuel

motorcycle in the world. In late , Honda launched the first commercial hybrid electric car sold in
the U. Honda introduced the second-generation Insight in Japan in February , and released it in
other markets through and in the U. Sales of the Fit Hybrid began in Japan in October , at the
time, the lowest price for a gasoline-hybrid electric vehicle sold in the country. Honda's
cumulative global hybrid sales passed the 1 million unit milestone at the end of September , 12
years and 11 months after sales of the first generation Insight began in Japan November More
efficient than a gas-electric hybrid vehicle , the FCX Clarity combines hydrogen and oxygen
from ordinary air to generate electricity for an electric motor. The vehicle itself does not emit
any pollutants and its only by-products are heat and water. The FCX Clarity also has an
advantage over gas-electric hybrids in that it does not use an internal combustion engine to
propel itself. Like a gas-electric hybrid, it uses a lithium ion battery to assist the fuel cell during
acceleration and capture energy through regenerative braking , thus improving fuel efficiency.
The lack of hydrogen filling stations throughout developed countries will keep production
volumes low. California is the only U. Honda views hydrogen fuel cell vehicles as the long-term
replacement of piston cars, not battery cars. Around units were sold in the U. A total of 1, units
have been leased in the U. Availability in the Japanese market is limited to units during its first
two years. Starting in , Honda in Japan decided to diversify its sales distribution channels and
created Honda Verno , which sold established products with a higher content of standard
equipment and more sporting nature. This approach was implemented due to efforts in place by
rival Japanese automakers Toyota and Nissan. As sales progressed, Honda created two more
sales channels, called Honda Clio in , and Honda Primo in The Honda Clio chain sold products
that were traditionally associated with Honda dealerships before , like the Honda Accord , and
Honda Primo sold the Honda Civic , kei cars such as the Honda Today , superminis like the
Honda Capa , along with other Honda products, such as farm equipment, lawnmowers, portable
generators, and marine equipment, plus motorcycles and scooters like the Honda Super Cub. A
styling tradition was established when Honda Primo and Clio began operations in that all Verno
products had the rear license plate installed in the rear bumper, while Primo and Clio products
had the rear license plate installed on the trunk lid or rear door for minivans. As time
progressed and sales began to diminish partly due to the collapse of the Japanese "bubble
economy" , "supermini" and "kei" vehicles that were specific to Honda Primo were " badge
engineered " and sold at the other two sales channels, thereby providing smaller vehicles that
sold better at both Honda Verno and Honda Clio locations. As of March , the three sales chains
were discontinued, with the establishment of Honda Cars dealerships. Honda sells genuine
accessories through a separate retail chain called Honda Access for both their motorcycle,
scooter, and automobile products. In cooperation with corporate group partner Pioneer , Honda
sells an aftermarket line of audio and in-car navigation equipment that can be installed in any
vehicle under the brand name Gathers , which is available at Honda Access locations as well as
Japanese auto parts retailers, such as Autobacs. Buyers of used vehicles are directed to a
specific Honda retail chain that sells only used vehicles called Honda Auto Terrace. To the
chagrin of the engineers at Honda, all the parts were taken from two of only six hand-assembled
pre-production models of the Accord. The advertisement depicted a single cog which sets off a
chain of events that ends with the Honda Accord moving and Garrison Keillor speaking the
tagline, "Isn't it nice when things just In , they produced the Grrr advert, usually immediately
followed by a shortened version of the Impossible Dream advert. In December , Honda released
The Impossible Dream a two-minute panoramic advertisement filmed in New Zealand, Japan,
and Argentina which illustrates the founder's dream to build performance vehicles. While
singing the song " Impossible Dream ", a man reaches for his racing helmet, leaves his trailer
on a minibike, then rides a succession of vintage Honda vehicles: a motorcycle, then a car, then
a powerboat, then goes over a waterfall only to reappear piloting a hot air balloon , with
Garrison Keillor saying "I couldn't have put it better myself" as the song ends. In , Honda
released its Choir advertisement, for the UK and the internet. This had a person choir who sang
the car noises as the film of the Honda Civic is shown. In the mid to late s in the United States,
during model close-out sales for the current year before the start of the new model year ,
Honda's advertising has had an animated character known simply as Mr. Opportunity , voiced
by Rob Paulsen. The casual-looking man talked about various deals offered by Honda and
ended with the phrase "I'm Mr. Opportunity, and I'm knockin'", followed by him "knocking" on
the television screen or "thumping" the speaker at the end of radio ads. In addition,
commercials for Honda's international hatchback, the Jazz, are parodies of well-known pop
culture images such as Tetris and Thomas The Tank Engine. In late , Honda released an ad with
ASIMO exploring a museum, looking at the exhibits with almost childlike wonderment spreading
out its arms in the aerospace exhibit, waving hello to an astronaut suit that resembles him, etc.
It concludes with the tagline: "More forwards please". However, they had announced that they

would not continue in due to the sponsorship price requested by ITV being too high. In May ,
focuses on their strengths in racing and the use of the Red H badge â€” a symbol of what is
termed as "Hondamentalism". The campaign highlights the lengths that Honda engineers go to
in order to get the most out of an engine, whether it is for bikes, cars, powerboats â€” even
lawnmowers. Honda released its Hondamentalism campaign. In the TV spot, Garrison Keillor
says, "An engineer once said to build something great is like swimming in honey", while Honda
engineers in white suits walk and run towards a great light, battling strong winds and flying
debris, holding on to anything that will keep them from being blown away. Finally one of the
engineers walks towards a red light, his hand outstretched. A web address is shown for the
Hondamentalism website. The digital campaign aims to show how visitors to the site share
many of the Hondamentalist characteristics. At the beginning of , Honda released â€” the
Problem Playground. The advert outlines Honda's environmental responsibility, demonstrating
a hybrid engine, more efficient solar panels, and the FCX Clarity , a hydrogen-powered car. The
second advert has large-scale puzzles, involving Rubik's Cubes , large shapes, and a
3-dimensional puzzle. On 29 May , Honda, in partnership with Channel 4 , broadcast a live
advertisement. This live advertisement is generally agreed to be the first of its kind on British
television. The advert lasted three minutes. In , American Honda released the Dream the
Impossible documentary series, a collection of 5- to 8-minute web vignettes that focus on the
core philosophies of Honda. The film series plays at dreams. In the North American market,
Honda starts all of its commercials with a two-tone jingle since the mids. The late F1 driver
Ayrton Senna stated that Honda probably played the most significant role in his three world
championships. He had immense respect for founder, Soichiro Honda, and had a good
relationship with Nobuhiko Kawamoto, the chairman of Honda at that time. Senna once called
Honda "the greatest company in the world". The " Honda Sports Award " is given to the best
female athlete in each of twelve college sports in the United States. Honda has been a
presenting sponsor of the Los Angeles Marathon since in a three-year sponsorship deal, with
winners of the LA Marathon receiving a free Honda Accord. Since , the Honda Campus All-Star
Challenge has been a quizbowl tournament for Historically black colleges and universities.
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The Honda Accord is the series of midrange automobiles manufactured by Honda since , and
sold in most automotive markets throughout the world. The Accord became the first Japanese
car to be produced in the U. The Accord has achieved considerable success, especially in the
United States , where it was the best-selling Japanese car for 20 years , topping its class in
sales in and , with around ten million vehicles sold. Over the years, Honda has offered several
different body styles and versions of the Accord, and often vehicles marketed under the Accord
nameplate concurrently in different regions differ quite substantially. It debuted in as a compact
hatchback, though this style was dropped in the s, as the lineup was expanded to include a
sedan, coupe, and wagon. By the Accord's sixth generation in the s, it evolved into a
intermediate vehicle, with one basic platform but with different bodies and proportions increase
its competitiveness against its rivals in different international markets. For the current
generation of Accord released for the North American market in , Honda again has chosen to
move the model further upscale and increase in its size. This pushed the Accord sedan from the
upper limit of what the U. Environmental Protection Agency EPA defines as a mid-size car to
just above the lower limit of a full-size car , [3] with the coupe still rated as a mid-size car. Honda
chose the name Accord, reflecting "Honda's desire for accord and harmony between people,
society and the automobile. In the United States and Japan , a version was produced using
Honda's CVCC technology, meeting emission standards of the s and early s without a catalytic
converter. Like the smaller Honda Civic , the Accord used front-wheel drive and a transverse
engine layout. The Accord sold well, due to its moderate size and great fuel economy. In an LX
version of the coupe was added which came with air conditioning, digital clock, and power
steering. In the optional two-speed automatic of previous years became a three-speed
automatic. Slightly redesigned bumper trim, new grilles and taillamps, and remote mirrors on
the 4-door chrome and the LX black plastic models. The CVCC badges were deleted. In an SE
model was added for the first time, with novio-leather seats and power windows. Base model
hatchbacks received the same smaller black plastic remote mirror that the 4-door, LX, and SE
4-door received at the same time. Instrument cluster revised with mostly pictograms, instead of
the worded warning lights and gauge markings. Dark brown was discontinued, as was the
bronze metallic. Shifter redesigned to have a stronger spring to prevent unintentional
engagement of reverse, instead of the spring-loaded shift knob of the through model cars.
Debuting in in Japan and Europe, and as a model in North America, in addition to being
produced in Japan, this generation of the Accord became the first to be built in the USA, at
Honda's plant in Marysville, Ohio. Since its first year in the American market, it also became the
best-selling Japanese nameplate in the US, holding that position for about 15 years. In Japan, a
sister model called Honda Vigor was launched simultaneously with the new Accord. Vastly
improved quality control, however, made this one of the most reliable cars on the US market, a
position it still holds today. This automobile included popular features of the time such as shag
carpet, velour cabin trim and chrome accents. An optional extra on the Accord was an Electro
Gyrocator , the world's first automatic in-car navigation system. The LX hatchback offered a
digital clock and slightly higher fuel economy due to its lighter weight. The U. Department of
Transportation had stringent lighting requirements which prevented Honda from including the
aerodynamic molded headlight units which were used on Australian, European and Japanese
Accords. Accords were also required to have a side marker light installed on the side of the rear
fenders. German Accords included additional reflectors which were embedded into the rear
bumper as well as washer sprayers for front and rear lamps. The Japanese Accords were

unique from all other markets in that they included adjustable ride height control and were
unique in that their side view mirrors were installed on the mid forward fenders. In , Honda
upgraded the automatic transmission to a four speed, a major improvement over the three
speed Hondamatic. The manual, five speed transmission remained unchanged. The Special
Edition SE featured, novio-leather seating, power windows, power sunroof and locks. Columbus
Slate Grey was added as a color option. By , Accords sold in the eastern U. The redesign in late
is often called the second series of the second generation. Honda integrated side marker lights
into the side of the tail light units which satisfied the D. European Accords, however, now
included signal lights on the forward fenders, just behind the wheel well. Accord still lacked the
molded head light units which were used everywhere else. Flush plastic mock-alloy wheels
covers instead of caps on steel wheels that resembled the trend-setting Audi Supplies were
tight, as in the Eastern states, the wait was months for a Graphite Gray sedan, a then-popular
color. The LX hatchback was the only version of the Accord to include dual side view mirrors.
The sedan was available in four exterior colors, Greek White and three metallic options:
Graphite Gray, Regency Red burgundy , and Stratos Blue steel. These models were on U. In ,
the Special Edition returned as the SE-i, capitalizing on the final year of the second generation's
production. The moniker, SE-i, was adapted from the SE trim, but included the "-i" to signify the
higher trim level's fuel-injected engine. Like the previous SE trim in , the SE-i featured
novio-leather seating, power moonroof, bronze tinted glass, a premium sound system with
cassette, and 13" alloy wheels. Overseas versions of the Accord and available options differed
from market to market, with the Japan generally receiving more options earlier than the rest of
the world. In , the Accord offered an adjustable ride height Air suspension in the Japanese
market. B as an option. This braking system was the first time that an Accord used four wheel
disc brakes. Fuel Injection became available in in the Japanese market with the earlier
introduction of the ES3 engine in the SE-i, taking a year to arrive in the North American and
European Markets. It had a very striking shape, bearing a resemblance to the second and third
generation Preludes. One notable feature was the flip-up headlights, unusual for a sedan. Sedan
models sold on the European market featured fixed headlights and a different taillight cluster.
This Accord became the first Honda to employ double-wishbones at both the front and rear
ends -- a layout that spread to the Civic and Prelude in and the Integra in While more expensive
than competitors' Macpherson strut systems, this setup provided better stability and sharper
handling for the vehicle. All have front and rear stabilizer bars as well. ABS was also available
as an option on the 4-wheel disc brake models, though not in North America. Base model
Accords rode on inch steel wheels with hubcaps with more expensive models having the option
of inch alloy wheels. The Accord's interior ranged from spartan to luxurious. In the Japanese
home market, the Accord was available with a full power package, leather upholstery, heated
seats, heated mirrors, a digital instrument cluster, and even climate control. Export Accords
were not available with most of these options, presumably and in the USA in particular because
Honda was seen as a builder of economy cars, and not to cannibalize sales from the recently
introduced Acura line. The Accord was available in several body styles throughout the world,
including a 4-door sedan, 2-door coupe, 3-door liftback , and 3-door "Aerodeck" which
resembled the third generation Civic hatchback subcompact and was not sold in US or Canada.
This generation was the first not to feature a three-door model, and the first one to be
exclusively sold by the Honda Clio dealer network in Japan. A sister car, called Honda Ascot ,
differing only slightly from the JDM Accord sedan, was launched for sale in the Honda Primo
stores that also carried previous-generation Accords. On the other hand, the Honda Vigor ,
previously closely related to the Accord, became a rather different model, fitted with
longitudinally-mounted inline five-cylinder engines. The more conservative Accord now bore a
resemblance to the first-generation Acura Legend and the third generation Prelude. The Accord
had matured into a larger car now approaching the likes of the midsize Ford Taurus , but was
still given "compact" status. This was one of the first US production cars to feature optic
reflectors with completely clear lenses on the headlamps replacing the more conventional lens
diffused lighting. Unlike most manufacturers moving away from traditional sealed beam
lighting, Honda chose to transition to a multi-reflector headlight style while maintaining the use
of a glass lens instead of polycarbonate as is most common today. For this fourth generation
Accord Honda made significant engineering design improvements. All Accords sold in North
America came with a completely new 2. A first in the automotive industry for a non-luxury
vehicle was its all aluminum power train engine and transmission. Also noteworthy, all Accords
equipped with automatic transmissions used an electronically controlled rear engine mount to
reduce low frequency noise and vibration. The mount contained 2 fluid filled chambers
separated by a computer controlled valve. At low engine speeds, fluid routed through the valve
damping vibration. Above rpm, fluid routed around the valve making the engine mount stiffer.

Cruise control was dropped from the DX sedan, with air conditioning remaining a
dealer-installed option. The LX kept the same features as the previous generation including air
conditioning, power windows, locks, and mirrors. The EX added 10 horsepower 7 kW more due
to different exhaust manifold and slightly bigger exhaust piping, 15 inch machined
aluminum-alloy wheels, sunroof, upgraded upholstery, dual-outlet single exhaust, rear stabilizer
bar and a high-power 4-speaker stereo cassette. Because of tightening auto safety regulations
from the NHTSA , all North American and Accords came equipped with motorized shoulder belts
for front passengers to comply with passive restraint mandates. These semi-automatic
restraints were a two component system; a motorized shoulder belt along with a non-integrated
and manually operated seatbelt. The shoulder belts automatically raced around each window
frame encircling both the driver and front seat passenger whenever the front door closed and
reversed to release them when opened. The lap belts however, still required manual fastening. A
redesigned manual transmission with hydraulic clutch was standard equipment while an all-new
electronically controlled 4-speed automatic transmission was optional for all models. Some new
dealer-installed accessories were now offered including a single-disc in-dash CD player or trunk
mounted 6-disc CD changer, fog lights, security system, rear wing spoiler, trunk lip spoiler,
luggage rack, full and half nose mask, center armrest, equalizer, window visors, sunroof visor,
car cover, and cockpit cover. The Ohio plant exported right-hand drive wagons and coupes to
Europe and Japan. European and Japanese vehicles had options not available within the US
including automatic climate controls systems, powered seats and several other minor features.
For the first time Honda chose to introduce the SE model prior to the end of its 4 year model
cycle. For the first time a manual transmission was not offered. Unlike previous editions, the SE
was not equipped with uniquely styled alloy wheels but instead carried the less distinctive EX
model wheels. Accords received a minor facelift for the model year. The Accord lost its
dubiously desirable automatic shoulder belt system used in as all models now included a
standard driver's side airbag. Anti-Lock Brakes became standard on the EX. The front and rear
facias received a more rounded and updated look, coupe and sedan models received a new
grille, new headlights, clear parking lights, restyled shortened taillights with inverted amber turn
signal and backup light positions, slightly thinner body side molding , and updated wheel
designs. The coupe's taillights resembled those from the Accord. EX trim levels included a
radio anti-theft function to deter stereo theft. A front driver's seat armrest was now standard on
LX and EX models. Some dealer-installed accessories were dropped including the luggage rack,
trunk-lip spoiler and cockpit cover. A gold finish kit was added. The 10th Anniversary Edition
was essentially an Accord in LX trim with the addition of ABS, 4 wheel disc brakes, 15" alloy
wheels, and body colored side moldings. An automatic transmission was standard. The SE
returned for as both a sedan and for the first time as a coupe. Another Accord first, dual airbags
standard, but only in the SE sedan, but not the coupe. The SE also has matching body color for
side molding trims which the and doesn't they are black. An 8-button, 4-speaker Honda-Bose
music system, automatic transmission, leather trim and body colored bumper and body side
moldings were standard. The SE coupe included a factory wing spoiler. In Canada, the SE came
with heated front seats and side view mirrors. Both the sedan and coupe received distinctive
15" alloy wheels as well. Sadly, would be the swan song for the SE as an exclusive, high
content, limited edition Accord model. Later generations would use the SE designation
intermittently as a "special-edition" model, combining an Accord LX with several EX features. At
the end of the model life of the CB Accord, a "pilarred hardtop " model called the Honda Ascot
Innova was launched in Japan, based on the CB Accord chassis, but with a different, much
more modern-styled body, taking cues from the Honda Prelude. In , the Honda Accord was
moved to a yet larger "CD" chassis, primarily to better suit the requirements of the North
American market. It grew in width but oddly shrunk in length, leaving it classified as a mid-size
car in North America. It thus became too wide to fit within the favorable tax bracket in Japan,
where its role was to be partially taken over by the smaller second-generation Honda Ascot and
Honda Rafaga. The 5-speed manual remained mostly unchanged; the 4-speed automatic
transmission, noted for its hard shifts, now included a "Grade-Logic" shift program. All Accord
models received a more ergonomic interior with standard safety features such as dual airbags
and reinforced side-impact beams. The Accord coupe looked almost exactly like the sedan; this
was the last generation of Accord to offer a wagon variant in America. In , the Accord debuted a
V6 engine, the 2. Both versions of the V6 received a dual-outlet exhaust, a 4-speed automatic
transmission, 15" wheels and a slightly updated front grille. Some versions sold in New Zealand
had a 2. In , the Accord underwent the usual mid-generation facelift. More rounded bumpers, a
slightly modified front fascia with new signal lights and rear taillights give the Accord a softer
look. In order to increase the Accord's competitiveness against its rivals in different
international markets, Honda CEO Nobuhiko Kawamoto decided on one basic platform for the

sixth-generation Accord, but with different bodies and proportions for local markets. The
Special Edition received a factory installed security system with keyless entry, single-disc CD
player, body colored side molding, distinctive alloy wheels and a sunroof. It was offered in an
automatic transmission only and was fitted with the same engine as the LX. The launch of the
fifth generation also marked the first time Honda marketed a Europe-only Accord model, made
in its Swindon factory in the United Kingdom. The Swindon-built Accord sedan was
accompanied in European markets by the coupe and Aerodeck estate imported from the US.
Concurrently, the British Rover Group , Honda's partner at that time, launched a model called
Rover , which was developed together with the European Accord sedan. For the sixth
generation, Honda split the Accord into three separate models, manufactured and sold in its
most important markets. The JDM Accord became narrower than the previous generation,
returning to the favorable "size 5" tax bracket. Moving the gear-stick over to the right allows
manual selection of 1st, 2nd, 3rd, or 4th gear using up and down shift actions just like the
sequential gearboxes used on the JGTC NSX. When a particular gear is selected, that gear stays
at all rpm. When pushed against the rev-limiter, the engine will happily bounce against it just
like a manual. However the gear ratios for each gear are the same as the normal mode and the
transmission still works like a normal automatic transmission in all other operating
characteristics. While previous generations of the Coupe were considered two-door versions of
the sedan, the Coupe was the first to be given an exclusive front fascia, rear tail lights, wheels
and many other body panels, and was now marketed as a somewhat separate model, the
"Accord Coupe", to set it away from the more family-oriented sedan version. It also allowed the
Coupe, which was exported to other markets, to fit in more easily with the local Accord
versions. The DX model was fitted with a 2. All 4-cylinder models came with a 5-speed manual
transmission standard with a 4-speed automatic optional. The DX remained the value-oriented
trim with no audio system, manual windows, manual locks, no cruise control, rear drum brakes,
and 14" steel wheels. The DX Value-Package added a radio-cassette player, air conditioning,
and cruise control; this was known as the Accord DX in Canada where it was the base model of
the lineup. Leather seating was a factory installed option for the EX. All V6 sedan and coupe
models received the new 3. Some dealer-installed options included: Gold finish kit, gold finish
exhaust tip s , gold finish wheel center caps, 6-disc in-dash CD changer, tape deck, fog lights,
wing spoiler, alarm system, sunroof visor, car cover and accessory chrome wheels. In , both the
American-market Accord sedan and coupe underwent a minor facelift. A new front fascia, rear
bumper, side skirt alteration, new taillights and wheel designs freshened the Accord's look. The
interior saw few changes with the exception of some fabric and audio configuration changes.
EX-V6 models also included a traction control system that could be disabled by a switch, the
first Accord to have such a system included. The Special Edition returned to the coupe and
sedan models. Honda made the decision to continue this generation of Accord an extra year.
Previously, the Accord ran four years on a single body-style and facelift before being
redesigned. The typical Accord generation cycle was a trend, with a newly released model
running for years 1 and 2 unaltered, then getting a facelift for years 3 and 4 before a major
redesign. This generation would run a total of 5 years in a trend, with the facelift occurring in
year four, and Accord sales remained steady despite the additional year. Despite the Accord's
reputation for stellar reliability, the V6 models were plagued by transmission failures and were
even included in class action law suits against the company 4 cylinder models were also
affected, but not to the same extent. Yet no formal recall occurred. In Canada, recall letters were
sent out to owners who fell within a certain VIN range, this warranty was later re-extended for
some owners to 7 years 11 months in length. The Accord was also assembled in New Zealand at
the very end of overall New Zealand CKD car production due to changes in tariffs for car
importation in that country. The European Honda Accord, also made in Swindon, became very
different from its cousins in terms of styling, and was also shorter than the JDM and
American-market Accords. It was available as a sedan and a 5-door hatchback liftback , with the
US-imported Coupe completing the range. The standard trim and quality of interior of the Honda
Accord was way above the standard of similar cars Mondeo, Vectra in its class. The basic S
came with ABS, alarm, immobiliser, alloy wheels and air-con as standard. With SE giving the
option of metallic paint, cruise control, climate control and later, sat-nav. The - ES came with
everything except sat-nav still optional and with a full walnut and leather interior with heated
front seats. The EU version had a minor facelift in including changed grill, alloys, bumper and
both rear and front lights. In the trim range was expanded with a Type-V; coming fully loaded
with leather trim, sat-nav and normally tiptronic auto gear-box as standard and the 'Sport' which
was as the SE with adjusted styling, spoiler, colour coded side skirt as opposed to black plastic.
The seventh generation of the Accord was launched in model year in North America , and
essentially consists of two separate models. No longer made in Swindon, those Accords are all

made in Japan, and come in both saloon and estate form. Although retaining the old chassis
and wheelbase, the Accord grew in outside dimensions slightly, falling out of the size 5 tax
band, and the Torneo version was discontinued. The North American Accord grew in size yet
again, being available in sedan and coupe styles, though the coupe was not exported to either
Europe or Japan under the Accord name. In some markets, both versions of the Accord are
sold, e. Now a vastly different car to the worldwide Accord, the North American model grew
larger still, gaining more interior room and weight than its international counterpart. The North
American Accord was given a new level of refinement with chrome interior accents and higher
grade materials. One of these revisions was that the exhaust manifolds became part of the
cylinder head casting. A 5-speed automatic transmission was also new for For the first time,
Honda offered an "enthusiast" version of the Accord in the US, adding a sports suspension and
mating the 6-speed manual transmission from the Acura CL to the V6 Accord Coupe. A specific
4-cylinder model is the first production car in the world to meet California's Super Ultra Low
Emission standards. Prior to , it was only available on the higher end Acura line as well as the
Honda Odyssey. This Hybrid achieved a time of 6. For , the Accord received several updates,
including standard side curtain and front seat side impact airbags for a total of six airbags,
revised taillights all red , more chrome on the grill, and new wheel designs. The Accord became
Canada 's top-selling mid-size car. For its model year, which was its 30th anniversary, the North
American Accord received a mid-generational refresh, though it was fairly significant and some
enthusiasts called this generation 7. The exterior was revised with a new front grill inspired by
that of the eight-generation Civic which also debuted that year, new rear end styling with
triangular LED taillights, daytime running lights DRLs and heated side mirrors for US EX
models. The model year also featured new wheel designs, with 17" rims being standard on V6
models. The interior was also slightly redesigned with changes such as a new steering wheel
cover, differently colored gauges and a differently styled shift knob for automatic transmission
models. The GPS Navigation system was updated 4th generation with a faster processor, more
memory, and several new features, such as restaurant information from Zagat. A revised
maintenance minder system was also added which gave owners reminders for scheduled
maintenance such as oil changes based on operating conditions. Powertrain improvements
were made across the Accord line-up in Power gains were achieved with extensive
improvements to the airflow of the intake and exhaust systems. For the Brazilian market, the 2.
This was done to make the car more competitive against the newly released Ford Fusion and
Chevrolet Vectra. The model year is also the first year in which the V6 sedan was offered with a
6-speed manual transmission as an option. The 4-cylinder Accords were now controlled with
Drive-By-Wire DBW , rather than a throttle cable, providing for smooth operation and enhanced
throttle response, while V6 Accords already utilized DBW prior to the model year. The Accord
Hybrid got the same revisions as the other Accords except for a 3. Features that differentiate
the Hybrid from other Accords are the different rear light clusters, the antenna, the wheels, the
mirror turn signals and the lack of a folding rear seat. In addition, the Hybrid version lacks a
4-way passenger seat. The trim levels were also revised. The inexpensive no-frills Accord was
no longer offered, with the DX trim being eliminated. The Accord base model was succeeded by
the VP Value Package trim which included anti-lock brakes, front and rear disc brakes, air
conditioning , keyless entry, power windows , power locks , and cruise control as standard
features, while also having body-colored door handles and mirrors. For its model year, a new
SE-V6 trim was introduced. The color "Cool Blue Metallic", previously only for the coupe,
became available for the sedan. Despite being in its last year of the generation, the Accord was
still ranked highly by reviewers, scoring slightly below the redesigned Toyota Camry in the
Edmunds family sedan comparison. Honda revealed some detail shots and a teaser video of the
European-spec Accord in January , before debuting it at Geneva Motor Show in March. The new
Accord comes in both sedan and wagon forms, offering a host of engine and transmission
options. Available engines are the 2. All engines come with a 6-speed manual transmission,
while the petrol engines get in addition to that a 5-speed automatic transmission.
Dimensionally, the Accord has become longer, wider, and lower for a sleek, sporty look, along
with sharper body lines and slightly redesigned headlights. Honda has built the Accord on its
new ACE body structure, available with a host of new safety features. It went on sale in Japan,
Europe and South Africa in mid Accord which is simply known as the Accord. In Australia, this
model won the prestigious Wheels Car of the Year award for The North American version of the
Accord sedan remains a larger and different styled car than its European counterpart. Accord
sedan is marketed as the Honda Inspire in Japan, as is with the previous generation, albeit with
some minor interior and exterior changes. As a result, the interior space is also enlarged: an
Accord sedan is considered a full-size car by EPA standards, having a combined interior space
of The Accord coupe is still classified as a mid-size car , as it has a combined interior space of

A hybrid version is no longer offered, as Honda felt their "hybrid system works better on
smaller cars". Honda has stated that the V6 engines feature improved fuel efficiency due to the
Variable Cylinder Management VCM system, which shuts off 2 or 3 of the cylinders depending
on the type of driving i. In addition to VCM, the new 3. The i-VTEC V6 is mated with a 5-speed
automatic transmission only; the six 6-speed manual transmission from the sedan version has
been dropped. The Accord Coupe V6 with 6-speed manual transmission uses a 3. The Accord
received several key safety updates for the model year, most notably vehicle stability assist
VSA and traction control , anti-lock brakes with brake assist and electronic brake force
distribution, tire pressure monitoring system, and active front head restraints for all models.
These new safety features contributed to high crash test scores for the Accord, earning it a
"Top Safety Pick" designation from the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety IIHS , an honor
not bestowed upon most of the Accord's competitors. Frontal Driver:. Frontal Passenger:. Side
Driver:. Side Rear Passenger:. The Honda Accord coupe and sedan were officially unveiled on
August 20, The model has garnered mostly positive reviews, with some noting that its chiseled
looks and Teutonic styling is reminiscent of BMW 's 3 and 5 Series. The Accord is the top pick
midsize vehicle in the Consumer Reports rankings, due to its standard stability control despite
having a slightly lower score than the Nissan Altima, while Consumer Guide has named the
Accord a "Best Buy". The Accord also won Car and Driver's 10Best trophy in for the 22nd time,
winning it more times than any other vehicle by far. US sales have been up 9. The LX includes
anti-lock brakes with brake assist and electronic brake force distribution, front and rear disc
brakes, air conditioning , keyless entry, power windows , power locks , and cruise control as
standard features, while also having body-colored door handles and mirrors. The EX includes a
more powerful version of the 2. EX-L denotes Accords with leather upholstery, XM satellite
radio, and an optional navigation system and hands-free Bluetooth interface. V6 models have
the 3. The EX-L V6 coupe has inch alloy rims, a rear lip spoiler, and an option of the six-speed
manual in lieu of the standard five-speed automatic transmission. In the United States, additio
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nal models offered include the LX-P sedan, which adds illuminated power window switches, an
8-way driver's seat and inch alloy wheels, and the LX-S coupe, which replaces the hp engine
with a hp, 17" alloy wheels, and a 6-disc CD changer. Accord is also manufactured in Thailand
and sold in Southeast Asia and Australia. From Honda Wiki. Retrieved on Navigation menu
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